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ABSTRACT

Stemming is a technique to return the word derivation to the root or base word. Stemming is widely used for data processing such as searching word indexes, translating, and information retrieval from a document in the database. In general, stemming uses a morphological pattern from a derived word to produce the original word or root word. In the previous research, this technique faced over-stemming and under-stemming problems. In this study, the stemming process will be improved by the syllable pattern (canonical) based on the phonological rule in Sundanese. The stemming result for syllable patterns gets an accuracy of 89% and the execution of the test data resulted in 95% from all the basic words. This simple algorithm has the advantage of being able to adjust the position of the syllable pattern with the word to be stemmed. Due to some data shortage constraints (typo, loan-word, non-deterministic word with syllable pattern), we can improve to increase the accuracy such as adjusting words and adding reference dictionaries. In addition, this algorithm has a drawback that causes the execution to be over-stemming.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are differences in speech and word writing in the Sundanese language in several regions, but the Sundanese Priangan dialect has become the standard for Sundanese society, especially in West Java [1]. However, the data resources and studies such as text mining, machine learning, and natural language processing for Sundanese are limited. It is because the influence of foreign languages and Indonesian as the official language has strengthened [2]. Therefore, this research is driven by the lack of corpus data availability and development activities in software tools used for various applications, especially those related to the Sundanese language. However, recent studies that discuss stemming techniques for regional languages have begun such as Javanese [3][4], Madura [5], Balinese [6][7], and also Sundanese [8-10].

The stemming technique in previous research was developed in morphology form including derivation and inflectional affixes removal for regional language [3-10], Indonesian [11][12], and English [13]. Several stemming methods used in previous research are rule-based [3][10][13], the combination of rule-based with corpus or dictionary [4-12], also rule-based with n-gram [7]. The rule-based technique adopted from Porter's algorithm focuses on the process to remove the suffix to the right of the root word [13]. This method is widely applied to stemming development for Indonesian and later adapted to stemming for regional languages. Another technique was developed which applied to several regional languages stemming using confix stripping [11] and enhanced [4][5] for confix stripping (ECS) method. Although the ECS technique has good stemming results for Indonesian, but not for regional languages.

Meanwhile, stemming for the Sundanese language becomes difficult when it covers allomorph [10] which could be a kind of base word or original word [8]. In addition, the difference of morphological patterns in regional languages has many differences compared with Indonesian or English language such as derived words constructed by the combination of prefixes, infixes, suffixes, or confixes [9][10]. So, the application of the rule-based method becomes ineffective for some cases especially if it depends on the completeness of the
dictionary database [4-12] because there are even some words that have no equivalent in Indonesian [15]. To overcome this problem, the research uses a different rule-based approach by utilizing syllable patterns that form derived words in the Sundanese language. This process is expected to be able to improve several cases that have not been resolved in previous studies.

2. METHOD

The study of the sound of language becomes the basis of writing or grammar. Phonemes in Sundanese can have a variety of pronunciations corresponding to their place in the noun or word, typically not distinguishing meaning [15]. There are twenty five phonemes in Sundanese[15][17], which divide into two categories namely vowel (Swara) and consonant or append letter (Wianjana). For the 7 vowel distribution i.e.: /a/ [a], /i/ [ i], /u/ [u], / e / [e], /o/ [o], /eu/ [ö], /e/ [ε] and 18 consonants, i.e.: /b/ [b], /c/ [c], /d/ [d], /g/ [g], /h/ [h], /j/ [j], /k/ [k], /l/ [l], /m/ [m], /n/ [n], /ny/ [ñ], /ng/ [η], /p/ [p], /r/ [r], /s/ [s], /t/ [t], /w/ [w], and /y/ [y]. Along with the development of national and foreign languages uses, there are additional consonants, i.e.: /f/ [f], /q/ [q], /v/ [v], /x/ [x], and /z/ [z] [17].

2.1. Research Flow

In this research, the stemming process using syllable pattern algorithm was developed based on the following research flow depicted in Figure 1.

2.2. Syllable Pattern

Syllables are the basic word-forming components (morphemes) in the Sundanese language which generally consist of two syllables. Generally, the Sundanese language consists of vowels and consonant arrangements as a system of sound in the form of syllables or canonical. The canonical form of the word in the Sundanese language is as follows [14]:

V - Vowel
KV - Consonant Vowel
VK - Vowel Consonant
KKV - Consonant Vowel Consonant
KKV - Consonant Vowel Consonant Vowel Consonant

In addition, due to the influence of the use of national and foreign languages, there are several canonical patterns as follows:

VKK - Vowel Consonant Consonant
KVK - Consonant Vowel Consonant
KKKVK - Consonant Consonant Vowel Consonant Consonant
KKKVK - Consonant Consonant Vowel Consonant Vowel Consonant
KVKKK - Consonant Vowel Consonant Consonant Consonant Consonant

For all Sundanese syllable pattern, the writing rules are as follow [16]:

1. Sundanese words consist of Ekasuku (one of the syllables), Dwisaka (two of syllables), Trisuku (three of syllables), Catursuku (four of syllables), and Pancasuku (five of syllables).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ekasuku</th>
<th>Dwisaka</th>
<th>Trisuku</th>
<th>Catursuku</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>V-V</td>
<td>V-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK</td>
<td>V-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV</td>
<td>V-KVK</td>
<td>V-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVK</td>
<td>V-KVK</td>
<td>V-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KKVK</td>
<td>V-KVK</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KKVK</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK-KVK</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-V</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-KV</td>
<td>V-KV-KV-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-V</td>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-KV-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-V-KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-VK</td>
<td>KV-KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-KV-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-V-KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KVK</td>
<td>KV-KV-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV-KVK</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV-KV</td>
<td>KV-VK-KV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Consonants do not stand alone as syllables,
3. Vowels can stand alone as syllables,
4. Consonant groups can only be at the beginning of the,
5. The second consonant in the consonant cluster generally consists of a few l, r, and y consonants,
6. Ekasuku phoneme arrangement is the basic pattern of two or more syllables.

2.3. Syllable Distortion

There are different ways to distort the original words (root words) and the affixes word morphemes.

a. The original word distortion

1. If in the middle of a word there are two vowels, the way of separating them should be between those two vowels.
   - da-un <daun>
   - leu-it <leuit>

2. If in the middle of a word there is a consonant between two vowels, the way to separation must be before the consonant.
   - a-di <adi>
   - sa-reng <sareng>
   - wa-yang <wayang>

3. If in the middle of a word there is a consonant denoted by two letters, the letter renditions are not painted. the way to separation is before or after the letter cluster.
   - di-nya <dinya>
   - te-ngah <tengah>

4. If in the middle of a word there are two consonants that are not cluster (rendon) consonants, a way of separating between the two consonants.
   - ang-klung <angklung>
   - sar-ta <sarta>
   - tek-tek <tektek>

5. If in the middle of a word there are two or more consonants is a wianjana mould, the consonant rendon is not painted. The disfigure before the wianjana mould.
   - am-prok <amprok>
b. The affixes word distortion
1. Prefixes, suffixes, and regular particles written tied to the original word, the way of separation must be independent.
   - \( \text{di-ba-wa} \) \(<\text{dibawa}>\)
   - \( \text{da-har-eun} \) \(<\text{dahareun}>\)
   - \( \text{da-han-na} \) \(<\text{dahanna}>\)

2. Prefixes, suffixes, and the particles underwent a change of written form as follows.
   - \( \text{pa-na-nya} \) \(<\text{pananya}>\)
   - \( \text{pa-nga-la} \) \(<\text{pangala}>\)
   - \( \text{da-har-eun-a-na} \) \(<\text{dahareunana}>\)

3. Infix of the written note with the word it comes from, distorting like distorting the original word.
   - \( \text{ba-ra-la} \) \(<\text{barala}>\)
   - \( \text{da-la-har} \) \(<\text{dalahar}>\)
   - \( \text{gu-meu-lis} \) \(<\text{gumeulis}>\)
   - \( \text{pi-nang-gih} \) \(<\text{pinanggih}>\)

4. Infix that changes its place in front of the word originally, considered equal to the next rank.
   - \( \text{ar-u-lin} \) \(<\text{arulin}>\)
   - \( \text{al-u-dur} \) \(<\text{aludur}>\)
   - \( \text{ra-cleng} \) \(<\text{racleng}>\)
   - \( \text{um-a-mis} \) \(<\text{umamis}>\)

2.4. Corpus Data
In this research, the corpus data was taken from [18] which contains Sundanese wave sound and a TSV file transcript. We use a male and female section in the TSV file then combine it to a single text file which produces 4213 sentences, 61383 tokens of words with duplication. For the input process, we use the words after the filter process. So, 3643 unique words will be used as testing data. Then, we manually validate for every word and we have 494 words with affixes form. This data will be used for algorithm implementation.

2.4. Design of Algorithm
The stemming design process in this study is by developing a technique for forming affixes based on [10] with a combination of affixes [14] as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Affixes combination in Sundanese](image)

Based on the rules of syllables and word derivatives in Sundanese, the design of the stemming algorithm with a syllable pattern can be seen in Figure 3.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After doing the research stages, in general, the use of algorithms with the syllable pattern feature can be applied to the stemming process, especially for the Sundanese language. We present the results and discussion for this study in the following points.

3.1. Result

In this study, the process of testing stemming algorithms using syllable patterns was performed on data sourced from [18] with 4213 sentences, 61383 tokens of words with duplication. Then filtered it with a result of 3643 unique words were obtained with a total of 494 affixes words. stemming results were obtained 440 syllable patterns (canonical) and 469 base words. Thus the stemming algorithm result using this syllable pattern has an accuracy of 89% with a base word result approach of 95%.
3.2. Discussion

Syllable patterns have an important role in the word derivation in Sundanese. Sundanese syllables consist of *Ekasuku* (one of the syllables), *Dwisuku* (two of syllables), *Trisuku* (three of syllables), *Catursuku* (four of syllables), and *Pancasuku* (five of syllables). These patterns are conversions that represent vowels and consonants as well as become a root word or basic word in a word. A root word or basic word has a pattern that has at least one letter in the *Ekasuku* and a maximum of 12 letters in the five letters. Thus, the application of the stemming algorithm in this study is divided into three main processes following the syllable pattern. The canonical comparison process of a word with its syllables is illustrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. The canonical form of the word](image)

Stemming algorithms using syllable patterns can give good results in returning a word to a root word or root word. However, because Sundanese grammar is different from Indonesian, English, and others, then, several cases arise and become obstacles when the stemming process is run. First, the use of the Sundanese alphabet has differences, for example "/eu/ [ö]", "/ny/ [ñ]", and "/ng/ [ŋ]" [15] which can lead to confusion in the syllable conversion process. Second, the use of loan-word from Indonesian appears in the dataset [18], including for example "Administratifna", "Efektifna", "Kesenian", "Perumahan", and "Perpustakaan" which causes the stemming process unable to produce appropriate canonical patterns nor root words. Third, the use of nasal prefixes (allomorph) in Sundanese cannot be distinguished because the canonical form of syllables can have many possible words (non-deterministic) [12] so that an additional dictionary is needed as a reference for the proper use of nasal prefixes.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, stemming using syllable patterns can be applied to return affixed words into the root or base word with an accuracy of 89%. The results of the execution of the test data resulted in 95% of the basic words. This simple algorithm has the advantage of being able to adjust the position of the syllable pattern with the word to be stemmed. Due to some data shortage constraints ( typo, loan-word, non-deterministic syllable pattern), we can improve to increase the accuracy between 3-5% by adjusting words and adding reference dictionaries. In addition, this algorithm has a drawback that causes the execution to be over-stemming.
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